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Interview with Jonathan Barnett (University of Southern California),
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Jonathan Barnett (Professor, Gould School of Law - University of Southern
California) has been interviewed by Paul Lugard (Lawyer, Baker Botts) in anticipation
of the Inaugural Online Edition: IP & Antitrust: Hot issues to be held online with a
series of 3 webinars from June 15th to 17th, 2021.
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Paul Lugard: What do you perceive to be the key SEP/ FRAND issues going forward and
how do you think they can best be addressed?

Jonathan Barnett: I believe that currently, the key issues are (1) the circumstances in which

a SEP owner can seek an injunction against an infringer, and (2) whether competition law
mandates component-level licensing. On item (1), I feel the “willing licensee” standard being
developed principally in the European and UK courts offers a fruitful approach to rebalancing
the playing field between licensors and licensees. On item (2), I do not believe that the
literature has identified any sound basis as a matter of competition policy to mandate licensing
at any particular level of the supply chain and it is generally best to enable competitive forces
to select any such level on a case-specific basis.

The SEP/FRAND debate is highly politized. What is in your view the biggest fallacy or
misunderstanding?
I believe the fundamental misunderstanding is the reflexive attribution of virtually
unrestrained market power to SEP owners in bargaining over licensing terms with SEP users.
Our current understanding of the performance of SEP-intensive wireless markets over several
decades shows that SEP owners operate in a multi-generation environment in which they must
repeatedly compete to seek adoption of a standard by implementers. Failure to achieve
adoption would result in the write-off of several billions of dollars in R&D costs. This potent
repeat-play effect disciplines SEP owners’ pricing power, which is consistent with empirical
studies showing that aggregate SEP royalty rates represent a relatively small percentage of the
total device price.

What do you consider to be the main trends in SEP/ FRAND disputes, particularly in the
US?
Currently, in the US, the key issue is the extent (if any) to which the DOJ and FTC will depart
from the SEP-related policies that had been adopted by the DOJ under the former
administration and specifically, whether the agencies will re-adopt the view that patent holdup
is an inherent and significant risk demanding antitrust intervention in SEP markets. In the
courts, the most recent case law, as reflected in the FTC v. Qualcomm decision in the Ninth
Circuit (Aug 2020) and the Continental Automotive Systems v. Avanci decision in the N.D.
Tex. (Sept 2020), essentially rejects that view.
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What, if any, do you consider to be the proper role of antitrust law in SEP/ FRAND
disputes?
I believe that SEP/FRAND disputes are principally contract law disputes in which typically a
third-party beneficiary seeks to enforce the SEP owners’ FRAND commitment. The court’s
role is therefore properly limited to the interpretation of the terms of that commitment.
Generally, antitrust law is most likely to apply in this context when there is concern about
collusion on either the licensor or licensee side of the market through the SSO process. That
risk can be addressed preemptively through appropriate limitations on the ability of the SSO
to preset royalty rates within the framework of the FRAND commitment.

To hear more, see the Program, and register for the conference for free below:
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